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MESSAGE: Hi Katie,
You spoke recently with Siobhan Harris, our EAIP Coordinator,
regarding the administrative fee for EAIP. We are submitting this
letter to propose an increase in the administrative fee; please
review and feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
Thank you!
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MCCAULEY· POTTER· FAIN 'ASSOCIATES
November 13, 2019
Ms. Katie Bruns, Return to Work Policy Analyst
Department of Consum_er and Business Services·
Workers' Compensation Division
·
Fax: (503) 947-7514
RE:

Administrative Fee for EAIP Reimbursements
OAR 436-120~0540 (2)

Dear Katie:

McCauley Potter Fain Associates hos, over the years, processed many EAIP
reimbursements for Oregon employers, Insurers, and third-party administrators. It is a
program highly regarded by all, and a beneflf that most employers are eager to access.
We recently became aware of the fact that the $120 administrative fee, which Is
provided to the insurer for administering this program, has remained the same for 12
years, since 2007. It Is our opinion that given this length of time, the costs associated with
doing business and processing EAIPs has risen slgnlflcantly since 2007, and an increase in
the rate of the administrative fee is warranted.
We would like to submit this letter to you in advance of the November 21, 2019 hearing
on EAIP and propose an increase of the administrative fee to $200. We believe this is
reasonable, since this fee has not been increased for almost 13 years, and the amount
of administrative time required to complete EAIP reviews ond increased costs associated
with doing business.
The average amount of time it takes to complete one EAIP reimbursement has been
calculated by my staff to be 2 hours; some reviews may take less time, and many reviews
con take 3+ hours to review and gather necessary information to complete the EAIP
reimbursement (especially very complicated claims).
Siobhan Harris, an MPF EAIP Coordinator, comprised the following outline of the process
we undertake to provide EAIP reviews:
•

•

MPF receives closed claims list from insurer/TPA, which is usually in Excel format
and needs to be formatted for our use. Some employers send them to us
individually and so we must create and maintain spreadsheets for tracking.
Some accounts require MPF EAIP consultants to travel to various office locations
In the Portland metro area to review claims In person.
MPF reviews individual claims to determine If they qualify for EAIP. There can be
a large 11st of closed claims for any given month and many of them may not
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quallfy but must be reviewed, Most of the claims are reviewed on various onllne
claims management systems; each insurer/employer uses a different system and
some systems are extremely slow and can take a whlle to load all the
documents. Any one claim in the system con have 6 or 7 pages of documents
to look through and then each document can be multiple pages as well. The
more pages Involved, the longeir It takes.to-load; We have to print supporting
documentation and look through all the files, which can be 200 + in some of the
longer claims, and then we put together our supporting packet once we figure
out the claim is eligible for EAIP reimbursement. A lot of times there is missing
information In the flle that we then have to hunt down either from the claim's
examiner, employer or sometimes even have to contact the doctor's office for
missing medical release Information. We also spend a good amount time with
tech support when one of the online systems Isn't working properly or our
passwords won't work.
·
Payroll ls requested from employers for quallfylng EAIP claims. Some accounts
have multiple employers and we must find the correct contact for each
employer and follow up with each of them lndlvldually, Some employers are
quick to respond and get back to us but many times we are having to following
up two, three, four, five, etc., times to get payroll. Employer payroll data may
not be in the correct format, dates can be wrong, timecards missing, or it's Just
completely illegible and we need to follow up to get the correct information or
to clarify. It is also very time consuming to print out the payroll that we receive.
Many times, It's In Excel and time is spent reformottlng the reports to print
properly, or It's In multiple PDFs and word documents that we have to print one
by one. This is very time-consuming, Some employers send payroll for multiple
clalms, over a 2-3-month period of time, In no particular order, and it must be
sorted. This step alone can take up to one hour.
EAIP forms are completed and payroll calculations made to properly calculate
the reimbursement and provide supporting documentation. Attention to detoll
and double-checking work is extremely Important; every insurer and employer Is
different, and we hove to ensure all the Information is correct. When there is a
change to the form, such as when the concurrent claim box was added, it took
a while to update all our employer templates with the correct information. We
will have to do this again when the rate Increases from 45% to 50% and then
again if the administrative fee Is Increased. It would be nice to do these at the
same time so that we didn't have to recreate all the forms a second time. It also
will be very time-consuming double-checking dates starting in January to see
which claims get the 45% and which get the 50%. This will slow down our process
considerably.
The added concurrent claim section has proved to be very time consuming for
us as well since we don't have o database that lists all the individuals to easily
check to see if they do have concurrent claims. Sometimes we don't receive
them In chronological order, and we have to backtrack and dig up the files so
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that we can double check dates. We keep a copy of the current year claims In
our filing cabinets, but the rest are in storage requiring additional time to locate.
• MPF updates all the EAIP spreadsheets per employer, noting clalm, claimant,
EAIP reimbursement amount, dote completed, once the EAIP reviews ore
finished. Insurers and employers requ~st data tracking. Maintaining databases
for EAIP claims is on administrative function that also requires staff time,
• The EAIP form Is submitted to the state and on EAIP pocket prepared and sent to
the Insurer/claims examiner to ensure all documentation is available In the claim
file for future audits. Many employers also request a copy of the EAIP
reimbursement form. There is a great deal of administrative time spent to
prepare, copy or scan, and send documents where needed.
• MPF follows up with the employer and sends completed spreadsheets; some
accounts have additional special requests· or processes that are followed to
track EAIP reimbursements.
• MPF provides EAIP follow up services. Employers contact us about the status of
reimbursements; we reach out to the Stote. to obtain information for the
employer. we also hove Insurers that require us to send them a quarterly 11st of
qualifying claims so that can take some time to compile.
• MPF responds to EAIPS that hove been sent back by WCD. Sometimes requests
that are sent back to us for missing or incorrect information so then we must redo
them and resubmit. There are Instances where there is a disabling clalm that we
received but the State hasn't received the proper documents and so we have
to go back to the file and make a copy of the NOC, 801 and 1502 to send back
In. Time ls required to loeate the flle, get the necessary Information, make the
correction, or to find the missing documents.
• Processing EAIP reimbursements Involves a great deal of communication, I.e.
emails and telephone calls with employers and Insurers trying to get all the
necessary Information needed to complete EAIP reimbursements accurately and
timely. Follow up is necessary to keep things moving efficiently as possible and
keep the EAIP program running smoothly.

I hope this gives you a better Idea of what is Involved in administering the EAIP program
for Oregon employers end Insurers. It would·seem reasonable and fair to increase the
administrative fee at this time, and we appreciate your consideration of this matter.
If you have any questions about this, or would like to speak to me further, please do not
hesitate to contact me at (503) 350-7074. Thank you, Katie!
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